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Animate and inanimate matter have their own vibrational-phototonic
energy. Everything is in a continuous dynamic movement!
Pythagoras (570 bCE-495 bCE) was known for having said, among other
things: "Movement is inherent to all objects or beings. Even inanimate
objects like a stone have a certain frequency of vibrations.‖ An object that
is subject to vibrations might seem completely immobile—e.g., the rays of
a wheel in motion appear to form a compact and fixed object. Hence, we
must not be fooled by appearances, but rather, we must seek knowledge in
order to understand. We will thus discover if an object is raw, or rather, if
it has a vibrational frequency or not.

TECHNOLOGY USED IN VIBRATIONAL SURFACES
The system that we utilize was first used on a military base and is part of a
federal project of the United States of America, called F.A.S.T. (Future
Attribute Screening Technology). The Image Analyzer used to monitor
vibrations, in normal or modified states of consciousness, from the socalled Human Energy Field – HEF, is based upon the principle that
everything vibrates. Though this might be imperceptible to the naked eye,
it is measureable by instruments. The software that connects the data
shown by the analyzer onto the computer screen shows the optic image of
the object together with its emission specter by way of false colors. (To
each tone color corresponds a precise value of the frequency that is
emitted). The analyzer underscores the vibrations generated by the human
body that usually keep changing in different points of the body, in
amplitude as well as in frequency, and we might also add rapidly.
Furthermore, it shows the corresponding chart to the starting point.
Through the variation of false colors of the image, the software shows the
passage to a modified state of consciousness, at times also arriving to a
total disappearance of the image or the complete change of tone in its
color. The vibration spectrum can be measured on human beings, animals,
and plants, as well as any other composed material, since all matter is
interested in energy-vibrational emissions caused by the rotation and

vibration of molecules and atoms. All parameters are analyzed and
memorized in real time by the software. At the end of the experiment, we
have ―reports‖ on the vibration spectrums. On the screen, a colored band
that contours the chosen object in projected in real time. The result of the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied to the vibrations: their length
indicates the amplitude of the vibration and the color of its frequency
(from 0.1 to 10 Hz, according to a color scale shown below) that
correspond to micro vibrations of 0.1 micron – 10 micron.
Research on the functional status of the human body concentrated on
recognizing the emotional state. Algorithms determining the emotional
state are based on an apparatus for mathematical statistics, on the
principles of the coordination of movement, on the logic of behavioral
psychology, and on evaluation tests.
A spectral analysis of the images of a high-speed camera (analysis of
difference-frame using adjacent photograms) can also reveal mental and
physiological characteristics of the patient.
The amplitude of the low-frequency component of the vibration spectrum
of a patient in normal mental and physiological state is many times higher
than the one of a patient in an aggressive, alarm state or in a pathological
state.
If we look at the inanimate matter, as opposed to the animate matter, we
can readily see that the great ―difference‖ is in the dynamic aspect of the
frequency and the amplitudes which are very evident in a human being or
an animal, whereas they are partially evident in a plant or less evident in
―inert‖ matter.
The spectrum of a mineral or a metal represents a spectrum with
frequencies and amplitudes less variable in time if compared to any other
―vital‖ organism, including water.
An old artifact, a parchment, a book, and any material object transport
spectral vibrational information that is tied to its molecular, chemical
composition which corresponds to the treatments that it has received
through time, as in the case of memories, thermal shocks, or
contaminations of different kind that have occurred through time and that
are hard to pinpoint.

Every temporal energy variable can influence the vibrational spectrum.
Vibrations of a material body are quite stable; yet, given that they are
strictly correlated to a spectrophotometric analysis of light (hyperspectral
images), the latter has to be stabilized in a laboratory setting or, should this
not be feasible, different samplings and an average that minimizes errors
should be performed.
Readings are usually performed with stable, natural light or lamps with
stabilized solar spectrums. The photocamera is mounted on a stand and
the hardware is used with nanotechnology to complete the stabilization of
the video frame from 15 to 30 fps.
Once done that, a small guide is used to read and interpret the images in
pseudo colors.
HOW TO FACILITATE THE READING OF VIBRATIONAL IMAGES
Scale of color – frequency equivalence (in Hz)
The following scale shows the correspondence between the frequency of
vibration and colors:

Purple =0.1÷1Hz
Blue = 1÷3Hz
Azure= 4Hz
Green = 5÷7Hz
Yellow = 8Hz
Orange = 8.5 ÷ 9 Hz
Red = 9 ÷ 10 Hz

Color scale
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ENERGY INTERPRETATION OF COLORS

PURPLE = The color purple, ranging from 0.1 to 1 Hz, represents a slow
movement of energy, almost a stasis. It is often found in inert matter, or
rather, upon analyzing geopathic environments. In living beings, humans,
and animals it is found during sleep or hypnosis and deep states of
meditation corresponding to EEG Delta functions, yet oftentimes it is also
associated with Gamma functions. If they are found on the body in vigil
state they can represent an energy weakness of the area, whereas if the
body is in a meditative state or in trance, there are frequent connections or
spiritual contacts.
BLUE = Blue ranging between 1 and 3 Hz represents a slightly slow
energy movement tied to mental activation. It is often found together with
Azure. It indicates the power of the mind or the intention of the mind.
The corresponding EEG frequency is Theta. It is often found in inanimate
matter as in water or in geopathogenous environments.
AZURE = 4 Hz is the average tied to mental functions, particularly in
states of relaxation and meditation. It is often found in Buddhist monks. It
represents an EEG frequency that corresponds to Alpha rhythm. It is a
color that is oftentimes associated with sacred places and, among humans,
during healing or in pranopractical processes. In these cases it is a very
intense and bright azure.

GREEN = Green ranging between 5 and 7 Hz is a movement propagating
speed of medium energy. It is oftentimes found as frequency in healing
processes and in Reiki treatments. It is also connected to the forces of
Nature. It is associated with internal peace; it is often found together with
azure in Buddhist monks. Its frequency corresponds with the EEG, the
Alpha rhythm. In places or in inanimate matter it represents good
vibration energy, often present with the color yellow found in holy places.
YELLOW = 8 Hz yellow is one of the typical colors found in healing
processes or in mystical or spiritual people. It represents solar qualities
and aperture towards the forces of Nature. Generally speaking, it is very
bright and it is associated with azure, pink, and/or lilac. It is oftentimes
fond in the so-called ―master‖ colors. In the EEG, it corresponds to the
Alpha state. In inanimate matter it is often found in sacred places and in
biodynamic food.
ORANGE\RED = Orange or red between 8.5 and 10 Hz represent speed of
greater propagation of vibrational energy. It indicates the energy strength
tenacity; according to where it is located it can also represent an energy
inflammation or strong emotions. Orange also indicates loving passion
towards others and emotionality. Its EEG frequency corresponds to Beta.
In food-inert matter, it corresponds to a strong energy, particularly present
in sugar or alcohol. In places it indicates strong field concentration,
oftentimes visible in places with torsional fields.
WHITE and INDIGO = They are the sum of the other colors; they
represent the most fluid and spiritual luminous energy ever found in
Nature.
DARK COLORS = They represent all the dark colors, like black, brown,
dark red, and sea blue. They indicate energy congestions that need to be
dissolved. Deeply absorbent black can be seen in particularly negative
places.
THE SYSTEM SHARPENS THROUGH A CAMERA AND A TRV
ANALYSIS SYSTEM TIED TO MILITARY SOFTWARE, A SERIES
OF VIBRATION FRAMES TREATED AS HYPERSPECTRUM
IMAGES.
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VIBRATIONS ARE THE KEY TO OUR UNDERSTANDING
Through vibrations, simple and complex systems can exchange information. This information is
transformed in potential energetic action!
Vibrations are distributed and propagate through the body and the surrounding space of the person
with a well-defined energy-vibrational coherence and with a fixed speed.
In this photo we can observe the distribution of the energetic vibration with the corresponding
frequency and speed of propagation according to the scale herein reproduced.

Purple-blue: slow propagation, yellow-orange-red: faster propagation, from 1 Hz to 10 Hz.
The system analyzes the hyperspectral dispersion of the colors as they relate to the microvibrations
and it interpolates the data in a file where different energetic and psychophysiological parameters
are shown. This will illustrate the status of equilibrium and the personal wellbeing of the individual.
The chart below is an example of the parameters that were analyzed.

CERTIFICAZIONE ITALIANA DI CALIBRAZIONEDELL’APPARECCHIATURA TRV

The distribution of the parameters and their evaluations are aided by the range shown below
each category in parentheses. Please keep in mind the medium values (AVG) and the
variables (VI) as you evaluate them.

Aerogram of the distribution of medium values.

Distribution of emotions.
Sx medium values and dx variability. Green represents physiological percentage, red shows
positive emotions, and red portrays negative emotions.

The Sx charts above represent vibration coherence and spectral dispersions. The second chart
clearly shows that the distribution is highly concentrated, thus resembling a perfect Gaussian
distribution. The D value, the last one below, defines the percentage of dispersion, high D=0.32%
and low D=0.22.22%.

VARIOGRAMS

The Dx charts above show three main features. First, it indicates the stability of the
person based on the center of gravity. Maximum stability is represented by a dot,
whereas the dotted area indicates movement. Second, energy below 40 values tends to
drop. Third, it shows the depth of the modified states of consciousness. The central
variogram indicates the equilibrium, moved to orthosympathetic Dx prominence and Sx
parasympathetic. Teachers and people trained in meditation create a stable variogram,
a dot, Sx high, indicated as a Psy function.
Other less important information is characterized by the letters A, F, S, and P. They are
secondary parameters that are influential only in special cases; hence, they shall be
referred to only when the latter occur.

CERTIFICAZIONE ITALIANA DI CALIBRAZIONEDELL’APPARECCHIATURA TRV

KRISZTINA NEMETH’S VIBRATIONAL ENERGY FIELD

Group work, Krisztina in “communication”

LUMINOUS FIELD MANIFESTED IN CONCENTRATED
FORM AND IN LIGHT CIRCLES

Krisztina channels the healing exercise during the workshop

MAPPING MAXIMUM LEVELS OF ENERGY
KRISZTINA AND THE PERSON INFRONT OF HER HAVE
DIFFERENT
COLORS
HIGHLIGHTING
THE
DIFFERENT
VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES, WHEREAS PEOPLE NEAR THEM
PORTRAY A HEALING GREEN COLOR.

ISOLATED CHANNEL. KRISZTINA IS ENGROSSED IN LIGHT.
ALSO THE OTHER PERSON IS IMMERSED IN THIS FIELD.

BY ISOLATING ONE OF THE CHANNEL COLORS WE CAN
DETECT A KIND OF A “BIOPLASMIC BODY” SUPERIMPOSED
OVER KRISZTINA’S BODY.

HEALING VOICE DI GRUPPO - KRISZTINA NEMETH

KRISZTINA DURING A HEALING VOICE SESSION MAINTAINS A
MODIFIED STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND A LOW-FREQUENCY,
COHERENT BODY VIBRATION

AN ALTERNATE MODULATION OF THE VIBRATIONS
IS VISIBLE BEHIND HER BACK
PSYCHO-PHYSIOLOGICAL CHART:

KRISZTINA AMONG THE GROUP WITH HEALING VOICE

OUTCOME OF THE ENERGY FLUX IN TIME AND SPACE

MEDIUM VALUES WITH THE ADDITION OF VISIBLE IMAGES

VALUES SHOWING STANDARD DEVIATION
OF THE ENERGY FLUX

ENERGY FLUX IN KRISZTINA DURING HEALING VOICE

TRANCE SPEAKING WITH INCORPORATION

COHERENT STATE - WAITING

STATE OF WAITING THAT PRECEDES THE ENTRANCE –
THETA AND DELTA ACTIVE FREQUENCIES

ENTRANCE - COMMUNICATION

MOMENT OF ENTRANCE – IN THE FOLLOWING DATA WE CAN
OBSERVE THAT THE BOTTOM LEFT SPECTRUM IS DOUBLED.
PERHAPS THE MOMENT OF CHANNELING WAS BEING
PHOTOGRAPHED AT THAT VERY MOMENT, OR RATHER, WHEN
THE STILL-EXTERNAL FIELD, YET ALREADY NEAR KRISZTINA,
WAS ENTERING HER BODY.

THE ARROW INDICATES KRISZTINA EXTERNAL SPECTRUM.
HERS IS ON THE RIGHT.

SUMMARY OF THE PHENOMENOLOGY FROM TRANCE
INTO INCORPORATION BY IMAGE

COMING OUT OF TRANCE

COMING OUT OF TRANCE FOLLOWED BY PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
DATA AS SHE IS COMING OUT OF TRANCE

KRISZTINA STANDING. NOTE THE EVIDENT GLOWING ENERGETIC FLUX
ABOVE HER HEAD AND BEHIND HER BACK AT CHAKRA HEIGHT OF HER
HEART. ELABORATION WITH STANDARD DEVIATION OF ENERGETIC
LEVELS.

HERE WE HAVE CHANGED THE CONTRAST OF THE COLOR CHANNELS.
KRISZTINA’S BODY IS YELLOW-GREEN, THE VIBRATIONAL PULSATIONS ARE
PURPLE (ESPECIALLY BEHIND HER BACK), AND BROWN-RED IS THE
“SUPPOSED” SHAPE BEHIND KRISZTINA DURING THE PHYSICAL
INCORPORATION.

It is a harmonic sound with low spectral distortion in amplitude and frequency (Jetter-Shimmer) and with
great spectral coherence between 446 and 464 Hz.

WITH A REPRESENTATION THAT DIFFERS FROM THE FLUX, NOT WITH A
STANDARD DEVIATION, AS IN THE CASE ABOVE, BUT RATHER, AS THE SUM OF
THE IMAGES, WE CAN OBSERVE A REDDISH SILHOUETTE BEHIND KRISZTINA’S
BODY. COULD IT BE SOMETHING THAT IS ENTERING HER? THE SPECIFIC
ARRANGEMENT OF THE VIBRATIONAL PROCESSES INDICATES A PULSATING
ACTIVITY RIGHT IN THAT AREA.

NOTES
THIS IS TO TESTIFY THAT WHAT WAS WE HAVE OBSERVED IS TRUE, AS IN THE 2015
MEETING. KRISZTINA’S TRANCE INDICATES A MODIFIED STATE OF CONSCIENCE,
WHEREBY THE NERVOUS SYSTEM, PARTICULARLY DATA RELATED TO NEUROSIS, IS
ALTERED. DURING THE TRANCE, THE PATIENT ASSUMES CHARACTERISTICS THAT
ARE SIMILAR TO SCHIZOPHRENICS, EVEN IF, IN REAL LIFE, SHE IS NOT.
WE HAVE OBSERVED A GREAT COHERENCE OF ENERGY, FREQUENCIES, AND PHASE
DURING THE WAITING PERIOD, ALSO DURING COMMUNICATION, THE ONLY
DIFFERENCE BEING THAT THERE WAS AN INCREASE OF FREQUENCY.
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA INDICATE VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES, I.E., BETAGAMMA AND HYPERGAMMA.
THE PART THAT WAS MORE ACTIVE WAS NOT THE MIND, BUR RATHER, THE
PHYSIOLOGICAL ELEMENT. THIS LEADS US TO BELIEVE THAT THERE IS A TRUE
INCORPORATION AT THE PHYSICAL LEVEL.
A PHOTOGRAM ELABORATED WITH HISTORICAL VISUALIZATION OF THE
VIBRATIONS THAT ACCENTUATE THE ENERGETIC FLUX ON A MAP WITH PSEUDO
COLORS WOULD INDICATE THAT DURING INCORPORATION A DENSE VIBRATIONAL
FORM ENTERS KRISZTINA.

Specific characteristics of a fragment:
F1 and F2 at an average 450-900 Hz. Pitch 220 Hz.

SOUND SPECTOGRAM REGISTERED DURING HEALING VOICE.

Registration ranging between 15 Hz and 48 Hz. Note harmonic ranges up to 20 Hz.

It is a pure sound decaying 12 dB per octave.

It is a harmonic sound with low spectral distortion in amplitude and frequency (Jetter-Shimmer)
and with great spectral coherence between 446 and 464 Hz.
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